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Learn German - Instantly.No books. No writing. No memorizing.Join the millions of people

worldwide who have learned a new language with the Michel Thomas method.- Guaranteed

success. Speak and understand German perfectly.- Incredible progress. Learn German effortlessly.-

Absolute confidence. Unleash your natural learning style without trying.The Method:Stress-free

Audio LearningYou are taught German through your own language, so there is no stress and no

anxiety. Take your time going over each section, step by step, until you have understood and

absorbed the material. As Michel Thomas said, "What you understand, you know; and what you

know, you don't forget."You will learn German in "real-time" conditions. There is no need to stop for

homework, additional exercises, or vocabulary memorization.Learn AnywhereThe Michel Thomas

audio courses allow you to learn wherever, whenever you want: at home, in your car, or on the

move. All you need is a CD player and/or MP3 player.How Does it Work?- Listen. Collect words

effortlessly by listening.- Connect. Create your own mental tool kit by understanding how words fit

together.- Speak. Put the words back together to build sentences, naturally.Why It Works:Learn

German the Way You Learned Your Own LanguageYou learned your own language naturally: now

you can learn German in the same way. You will stick with this method because you will love it. Use

the unique learning method perfected over fifty years by the celebrated psychologist and linguist

Michel Thomas.Works With Your BrainThe course helps you to build up your German in

manageable steps by enabling you to think the answers out yourself. You will learn through listening

and speaking, without the pressure of writing or memorizing.What's in the Course?- Up to 12 hours

of audio material on CD- *NEW* in this revised edition: CD-ROM for PC or Mac so you can see the

words and sentences you are learning, with additional quizzes and exercises for practiceWhich

Course Level Is Right for You?Start: One hour introduction to a languageTotal: Jump into a

language as a beginner and build your understanding from the ground-upPerfect: Pave your way to

fluency in a language after undertaking the Total courseMasterclass: Round out your language

ability in unique, one-on-one lectures
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I want to express my feelings on the Michel Thomas Total German program. First of all, I have been

a casual student of German for many, many years, but about seven years ago I bought Rosetta

Stone German to begin my study in earnest. I was first interested in German in high school, and I

took two years of it while there, then promptly forgot it because I didn't use it much at all after

graduation. Fast forward to the time I purchased Rosetta Stone, at which time I jumped right in with

great anticipation. I liked the way RS presented everything with pictures and words, matching the

two and hearing the native speakers, etc., and not having tried any other coursesâ€”other than high

schoolâ€”I had no other program to compare it with. I prodded along with RS, off and on again for

several years. I kept hearing the words and phrases in my head, but any time I tried to conceive a

thought in my head in German, I often had great difficulty. I knew how to say certain things, those

which were presented in the RS materials, but I still found it very hard to come up with my own

sentences. I kept struggling with, "Well, how do I say this, or that?" I kept getting frustrated. Basic

sentences were not too difficult, but anything the least bit complex was just overwhelming for me. I

got up to level 3 in the RS course, at which time the software stopped working on my laptop

because I supposedly had an "outdated" version which the company did not care to support unless I

paid a "fee" to get a fix. I didn't want to do that since I had paid so much money up front for the

course. I don't feel like that is good customer service since at the time I purchased RS, it was twice

the cost of what they are now charging for it.
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